


Crypto and NFT Market

Non-fungible tokens and the digital goods market will continue to 
grow with an increasing demand for virtual assets and in game items.

The games that are based on blockchain technology provide a solution 
where players can own and trade their valuable assets, as well as gain 

passive income from these objects being used by others.
2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Forecast

34m 37m 25m
61m

1.6b

nft sales

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
Forecast

30m 180m 210m 540m

40b

nft market
cap



What is SPELLFIRE?
When the Collectible Card Games were almost lost in time, five 
mighty kings woke up from a deep sleep and started to recover things 
lost in time. A long-lost world full of spells, dungeons, monsters, 

legends, and magic has been brought back to life.

Collect! thousands unique, extremely rare collectable cards.

Create! new unique cards, with special powers and marvelous stories.

Build! an empire and the strongest deck in game.

Evolve! your card powers, learn unique spells.

Earn! crypto by upgrading and selling your physical and digital cards.

Live! Social live in the magical world of Spellfire.



Collect! Truly Own your Cards!

Be the True Owner of the physical and digital card text 
and design. Earn crypto while all citizens in Spellfire world 

will purchase your cards.

Gather experience for the card in the battles and make it 
even more powerful and valuable.

Each card you own that will be used in the game by other 
players will earn crypto for you.



Create! High Quality Characters

Each character in Spellfire has its own story, upgradeable 
skills, and items or realms that synergize with him.

Spellfire cards are meticulously designed to be collectible 
and tradable. You can own them, trade them, sell, and 
improve their powers - you own every aspect of the card!

Create your characterCreate your character, spell, skill with your powers. Our 
designers will draw the design and add the card to the 

Spellfire world.



Build! the strongest deck

Collect all prime edition realms to see the Map of Spellfire 
mainland. Collect realms from other editions to see the 

map of the World of Spellfire.

Build the strongest deck to participate in the battles and 
win extremely rare, Legendary characters, artifacts, and 

magical items.



Evolve! physical Interactive cards

Digital and physical interactive cards can be upgraded by 
fusing various cards. You can choose different upgrade paths 
for most interactive champions, spells, powers, and skills.

When cards participate in the battles, they earn experience, 
which unlocks higher card levels. Spells get stronger; 
champions get smarter; realms become more powerful.

Unique QR codes represent cards as NFT and give access to Unique QR codes represent cards as NFT and give access to 
set ownership. Owning the card allows you to trade or sell it 
on Card Marketplace. Epic and Legendary cards are 

extremely valuable!



Earn! Play to Earn Crypto

40,000,000 MAGIC tokens will be distributed through 
in-game rewards: Tournaments, Special collections, 

Achievements

The value of collected and upgraded NFT realms, holdings, 
champions, spells, powers, abilities, and other interactive 

cards will explode quickly.

Owning the texts and design of the cards will earn you Owning the texts and design of the cards will earn you 
passive income when selling copies of the card. 



Live! socialize in Spellfire world



Spellfire Team

Ieva Batryte - Elven Princess (Concept Art)
•  Painter, illustrator, digital artist. Working with Ps, Ai Adobe
    programs.

Edgaras Gursnys - Elf Warrior (Concept Art)
•  Painter, illustrator, digital artist. Working with Ps, Ai Adobe
    programs.

Aidas Marcinkevicius - Posessed (System Architect)
• Co-founder & System Architect @ ITMA LT. An agency specialized in digitising
   businesses using internet technologies.

Rasa Mortuze - Spirit of the Forest (Content and Marketing)
• Creative and Support team lead @ugetfix and @2spyware. Project all about 
   Malware worldwide and PC health. Hated by scammers.

Andrius Gricius - Elven Wizard (Visual storytelling)
• Founder & CEO @ URAGA.LT - CGI/VFX/Game/AR/VR/XR 
   Interactive visual content development agency.

Ugnius Kiguolis - Necromancer (Founder)
• Founder @ 2spyware. Project all about Malware worldwide. Hated by scammers.
• CMO @ Agency Supermodels. 20+ years of experience placing models worldwide.
Past: COO @pokernews. Largest poker news source worldwide.

Spellfire's team of 20+ experts has grown rapidly 
while specializing in:

Game development

Art and Design

Blockchain development

Digital Asset Development

UX/UI design

Business/Marketing Strategy.Business/Marketing Strategy.

Social media strategy and content creation
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